Sports Illustrated Kids Slam Dunk!: Top 10 Lists Of Everything In Basketball
The authors of the this book are clearly biased towards what the NBA is selling right now. The first list 'Top 10 Greatest Players'. Who's No. 1....Lebron James. Unless you were born after 1998 how is it possible anyone would rank Lebron ahead of Jordan, Magic, Jabbar, Russell, etc? I knew from the start this book was nonsense and not produced by a company with a comprehensive knowledge of the game. Should be titled 'Slam Junk'!!

My kiddo has almost the entire series of these SI Kids books. If you have a sports addicted kid these books are a must buy. He reads these more than Harry Potter which is crazy. The basketball book didn’t disappoint, there’s many others like statistics, football, records, baseball and all access
give them a try.

My son loves this book (age 10). He spent a great deal of time reading it and keeps going back to it. Be prepared for lots of interactive fact-discussing with this one. Everything he reads and learns in this book he shares with us, so it’s like we are reading it too.

Out of all the things that I bought for Christmas, including pricey gadgets and cool new electronics, this is what he liked the most. Awesome pictures and fun facts - great for a kid who loves basketball.

My 8 year old got this for Christmas and it’s not 6 months later and he still loves it!!! When he opened it Christmas morning, he went straight to the table and started looking at it....didn’t even bother to finish opening his other gifts. He loves basketball, stats, rankings, etc. This was perfect for him!!

My 6 year old loves all the top 10 lists in this book. From top players to top duos to top jerseys, this book offers a basketball history lesson packed in fun countdowns. It may become outdated with each new season and as new stars emerge, but for now it is a big hit in our home.

Oh boy is my 10 year-old great nephew enjoying this book! Great photos of all the greats past and present with all kinds of facts. So glad I purchased this for him!

A sure “Slam Dunk” for our grandson! He was very happy to get this book!! Loads of information that he really likes, and a great price for us!
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